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ActiveAnalysis is a powerful component for Silverlight, Windows Forms, and ASP.NET designed to enable developers to rapidly embed out-of-the box OLAP, data visualization and Business Intelligence features in their applications. With the ability to connect to virtually any data source and support for three development platforms, rolling out your own ad hoc Business
Intelligence application is now easier than ever. ActiveAnalysis is a powerful component for Silverlight, Windows Forms, and ASP.NET designed to enable developers to rapidly embed out-of-the box OLAP, data visualization and Business Intelligence features in their applications. With the ability to connect to virtually any data source and support for three development

platforms, rolling out your own ad hoc Business Intelligence application is now easier than ever. ActiveAnalysis is a powerful component for Silverlight, Windows Forms, and ASP.NET designed to enable developers to rapidly embed out-of-the box OLAP, data visualization and Business Intelligence features in their applications. With the ability to connect to virtually any data
source and support for three development platforms, rolling out your own ad hoc Business Intelligence application is now easier than ever. ActiveAnalysis is a powerful component for Silverlight, Windows Forms, and ASP.NET designed to enable developers to rapidly embed out-of-the box OLAP, data visualization and Business Intelligence features in their applications. With the
ability to connect to virtually any data source and support for three development platforms, rolling out your own ad hoc Business Intelligence application is now easier than ever. ActiveAnalysis is a powerful component for Silverlight, Windows Forms, and ASP.NET designed to enable developers to rapidly embed out-of-the box OLAP, data visualization and Business Intelligence
features in their applications. With the ability to connect to virtually any data source and support for three development platforms, rolling out your own ad hoc Business Intelligence application is now easier than ever. ActiveAnalysis is a powerful component for Silverlight, Windows Forms, and ASP.NET designed to enable developers to rapidly embed out-of-the box OLAP, data

visualization and Business Intelligence features in their applications. With the ability to connect to virtually any data source and support for three development platforms, rolling out your own ad hoc Business Intelligence application is now easier than ever. ActiveAnalysis is a powerful component for Silverlight, Windows Forms, and ASP.NET designed to enable developers to
rapidly embed out-of-the box OLAP, data visualization and
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* So I have a "residents" page and there is a combobox that I can choose from for the source data. But when I run my app, the combobox is blank, and if I selected an item, that object does not show up in the datagrid that is generated on the page. I thought the combobox would be bound to my data source. But when I run this, the combobox is blank, and the data does not show in
the datagrid. It shows up in the database, but not when I show it in the datagrid. What's going on? Here is the code: CSDL: residents.csdl residents.ssdl CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Residents]( [ResID] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL, [sceneId] [int] NOT NULL, [LastName] [nvarchar](150) NOT NULL, [FirstName] [nvarchar](150) NOT NULL, [Street] [nvarchar](300) NULL,

[City] [nvarchar](50) NULL, [State] [nvarchar](25) NULL, [Zip] [nvarchar](10) NULL, [Phone] [nvarchar](20) NULL, [HomePhone] [nvarchar](20) NULL, [Email] [nvarchar](60) 09e8f5149f
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ActiveAnalysis includes: A set of OLAP features Over 40 data sets including RSS, Oracle, Teradata, MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, SQLite and Access to enable you to quickly build multi-dimensional charts, surfaces, graphs and scorecards An object-relational mapping layer On-the-fly query generation and calculation for select, sort and aggregate A data transformation
layer for mapping from relational to object schema, expressing aggregates in object Dozens of very easy to use, intuitive controls that you can drop into your forms, grids and charts. ActiveAnalysis Features: Basic Overview Data Sources OLAP Operations ActiveAnalysis Features: Basic Overview Data Sources OLAP Operations XML-Based Data Sources (RSS) Dependency:
ActiveReports Version 11 or later Object Database sources (in memory, files, Xml, Oracle, Teradata, MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, SQLite, Access, CSV) Dependency: SQL Server Data Tools (SqlServerRAD) and SQL Server 2008 R2 Management Studio (Express) Windows Forms Data Sources (XML, in memory, file, Xml, or Oracle, Teradata, MySQL, PostgreSQL,
SQL Server, SQLite, Access, CSV) ASP.NET Data Sources (XML, in memory, file, Xml, or Oracle, Teradata, MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, SQLite, Access, CSV) Business Intelligence Tools (SSIS, PowerQuery, Query or Excel Services, OLEDB, ODBC) Data Transformation Data Transformation enables you to connect to any relational schema and translate it to a
preferred object schema for storage and query. ActiveAnalysis includes dedicated data transformation classes for mapping from relational to object schema, expressing aggregates in object, and custom mapping between relational and object schemas. Mapping Services An XML-based mapping layer automatically stores any changes your make, and can be based on a single SQL
statement or a full ad-hoc query. Managing the Mapping Process The mapping process is fully automated, and the mapping session is transparent to you. You don't have to worry about the data change history or about the mapping changes.

What's New in the ActiveAnalysis?

ActiveAnalysis is designed to promote rapid and portable BI development with the best open source BI solutions in the world. ActiveAnalysis Here is the ActiveAnalysis Feature List Active Analysis Features * Data-Driven Analysis Perform ad hoc data analysis, statistical functions and data explorations on data tables, business logic and data sources. * Data exploration Perform
statistical functions and data explorations on data tables, business logic and data sources. * Data visualization Perform data visualization using a wide variety of chart types, paint charts, and data tables. * Compatible with XAML, WPF, Silverlight and ASP.NET The active analysis component is built on top of four separate libraries: * AnalysisCore, an object-oriented analysis
engine that provides the core functionalities; * ActiveWebToolkit, a clean UI framework for Windows Forms, WPF and Silverlight applications; * ActiveDataPresenter, a data visualization toolkit that provides a powerful data visualization toolkit that supports data tables and charts; * ActiveChart, an object-oriented charting controls library for use with AnalysisCore. *
ActiveAnalytics Core, the library that provides core functionality for other libraries to work. * ActiveAnalysis uses AnalysisCore for all its analysis functionality. * ActiveAnalytics Core is responsible for interacting with AnalysisCore for providing the interface between the core libraries and the other libraries. * ActiveChart and ActiveDataPresenter are used to provide the UI
and data visualization of active analysis. They are also responsible to provide the visual components and the data provider for the other three libraries. ActiveAnalysis Components and their Releated Technologies Each of the above libraries contains a set of components such as: * Tables that allow you to provide data tables for analysis * DataViews that allow you to perform online
updates of data in data tables and data views * Tables that allow you to provide data tables for visualization * Chart that allows you to provide Visual components, such as charts and tables, on the page for data visualization * and many more. * Each of the above components has its own API, data provider, and UI that can be used to develop your own ad hoc business intelligence
applications. With the required components, you can start building a new business intelligence application in a few hours. * CollectionView is a library that provides a UI object that allows you to visualize data. It is a XAML controls that can be used to
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System Requirements For ActiveAnalysis:

Power : 8.4GHz CPU, at least 8GB RAM : 8.4GHz CPU, at least 8GB RAM OS : Windows 7, 8, 10 : Windows 7, 8, 10 Game: Skyrim (PC) When Skyrim released in November 2011, it sent shockwaves through the world of gaming. In a short span of time, it went from indie game to arguably the most successful gaming franchise of all time. In the years since Skyrim's release,
Skyrim Special Edition was announced and then released, the Mastertomes Mod
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